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• Issues with traditional test reactors:
• Heat is transferred from the wall into reactor
• Low heat transfer coefficient:
→ High temperature gradient
→ Parasitic thermal cracking reactions
• Seals for agitator may leak 
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• Batch reactor
→ good control of residence time
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• Batch reactor
→ good control of residence time
• Low temperature difference between 
heating surface and catalyst bed:
→ induction heating of rods within bed
Ceramic crucible
Metal heating rods 
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• Batch reactor
→ good control of residence time
• Low temperature difference between 
heating surface and catalyst bed:
→ induction heating
• No mechanical seal 
→ jiggle bed  
(up and down motion)
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• Analysis of color variations
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Heat transfer coefficient from metal rods to catalyst bed
→  similar to what can be obtained in a fluidized bed
For various conditions:
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• Catalytic cracking of acetic acid
→  excellent agreement between JBR results 
and pilot plant fluidized beds
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• Bed:
• 10 g of sand (106-220 µm) 
• commercial catalyst (two catalysts were tested)
• Liquid feedstock:
• 4 µl injected
• Two types of bio-oils from wood pyrolysis:
• Oak bio-oil produced by Dynamotive (DMB)
• Birch wood bio-oil produced at 475 °C at 
ICFAR (BWB)
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30 s residence time
No catalyst Catalyst
2.4 2.5 1 g
0.5 g
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800 oC ,  30 s residence time
Birch wood bio-oil
• The jiggle bed reactor:
• effective batch micro reactor for catalyst testing
• convenient
• ideal for endothermic reactions 
• Simulates typical fluidized bed reactors
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